
  

This is what you must learn to experience. A gross sensation 
arises, seems to stay for some time and then passes away.  
When that solidified, intensified sensation dissolves into 
vibrations, these arise and pass away with great rapidity; but 
the characteristic remains the same. By clearly keeping in 
mind this characteristic, you can avoid craving or aversion. 

Unless you do so, every moment you will keep feeling 
sensations and generating sankharas. At the deep, uncon-
scious level, the mind constantly experiences the bodily 
sensations, and reacts to them. You must change this habit 
pattern to come out of your misery, since this is the root of 
your problem. 

In the world outside as well as within, there is an unending 
process of multiplication.  For example, someone sows the 
seed of a banyan tree. From that tiny seed a huge tree devel-
ops, which bears innumerable fruit year after year, as long 
as it lives. And even after the tree dies, the process contin-
ues, because every fruit that the tree bears contains a seed or 
a number of seeds, having the same quality as the original 
seed from which the tree grew. Each of these seeds can 
grow into another tree which again produces thousands of 
fruit, all containing seeds. Fruit and seeds, seeds and fruit; 
an endless process of multiplication.   

But the process can be stopped. The seed cannot grow with-
out fertile soil, water and fertilizer. If one throws it on rocky 
soil, it cannot sprout; nothing will develop from it.   

Dhamma Discourse, Day Eight 

Eight days are over; you have two more left to work. In the 
remaining days, see that you understand the technique prop-
erly, so that you may practice and benefit from it here and 
also in your daily life. 

There are two equally important aspects of the technique: 
awareness and equanimity, with the base of bodily sensa-
tions. Other spiritual teachers advised not to react to sensory 
phenomena with craving and aversion. The Buddha was 
unique in one respect: he found that contact with a sensory 
object produces a sensation within the body, and we react to 
the sensation—not to the object itself. To eliminate craving 
and aversion at the root, therefore, he taught that we must be 
aware of bodily sensations, and maintain equanimity toward 
them. 

You began by observing respiration within a small, lim-
ited area.  In doing this, you were sharpening your mind to 
feel sensations first within that area, and then throughout 
the body. This is an important station on the Path: to feel 
sensations, whether gross or subtle, in every part of the 
body. And as you continue observing, automatically you 
advance to a second important station, bha-ga: the solidi-
fied, gross sensations dissolve, and you experience the 
mental and physical structure as a flow of mere vibrations. 
Though important, this is a very dangerous experience 
because the old mental habit pattern may re-emerge, caus-
ing you to cling to the pleasant free flow of subtle sensa-
tions. You must be very cautious not to develop attach-
ment to this pleasant experience; otherwise you will stop 
progressing and begin regressing. 

The flow of subtle sensations does not last forever.  When it 
occurs, there is an opportunity for deep-rooted sankharas to 
come to the surface of the mind, manifesting perhaps as 
gross sensations. If you then become depressed at this 
change, you are still playing the old game of reacting with 
craving for the pleasant and with aversion for the unpleas-
ant.  Be careful not to make this mistake. 

Every sensation—gross or subtle, pleasant or unpleasant—
has the same characteristic of arising and passing away. 
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Words of Dhamma 
Phu��hassa loka-dhammehi, 
citta! yassa na kampati, 
asoka!, viraja!, khema!, 
eta! ma%galamuttama!. 

When faced with the vicissitudes of life, 
one’s mind remains unshaken, 
sorrowless, stainless, secure; 
this is the greatest happiness  

— Mahā-Ma)gala Sutta, Sutta Nipāta, II. 4 
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Our difficulty is that our past sankharas keep bearing fruit 
that contain seeds, and out of ignorance we keep giving 
these seeds the soil, water and fertilizer that they need to 
grow.  In this way, we keep increasing our misery. 

It is as if each person carries a tank of petrol, of gasoline, 
within. If one spark comes immediately a great explosion 
results, producing millions more sparks, which will bring 
more fire, more suffering in future. 

One may understand this at the intellectual level, and know 
that one should have a water pump ready in case a fire 
starts.  But when fire actually comes, one turns on the pet-
rol pump and starts a conflagration. Afterward one realizes 
the mistake, but still repeats it the next time fire comes, be-
cause one’s wisdom is only superficial. Negativity contin-
ues to multiply deep within unless one learns to observe 
sensations. One must feel the sensations and not react, un-
derstanding their impermanent nature. 

This is how to change the habit pattern at the deepest level 
of the mind. Once you stop generating new sankharas, the 
old ones are bound to come to the surface and pass away, 
provided you remain equanimous. 

It was explained that some input is needed for the flow of 
life, of mind and matter, to continue.  The input for the 
body is the food one eats as well as the atmosphere in 
which one lives. If one day you do not eat, the flow of mat-
ter does not stop at once. It continues by consuming the old 
stocks of energy contained within the body. When all the 
stored energy is consumed, at last the flow stops and the 
body dies. 

The body needs food only two or three times a day, but the 
flow of the mind requires an input every moment. The men-
tal input is sankhara. Every moment the sankhara that one 
generates is responsible for sustaining the flow of con-
sciousness. The mind that arises in the next moment is a 
product of this sankhara.  Every moment one gives the in-
put of sankhara, and the flow of consciousness continues.  
If at any moment one does not generate a new sankhara, the 
flow does not stop at once; instead it draws on the stock of 
old sankharas.  An old sankhara will be forced to give its 
fruit, that is, to come to the surface of the mind in order to 
sustain the flow; and it will manifest as a physical sensa-
tion. If you react to the sensation, again you start making 
new sankharas, planting new seeds of misery. But if you 
observe the sensation with equanimity, the sankhara loses 
its strength and is eradicated.  Next moment another old 
sankhara must come up to sustain the mental flow. Again, if 
you do not react, it is eradicated.  So long as you remain 
aware and equanimous, layer after layer of old sankharas 
will come to the surface and be eradicated; this is the law of 
nature. 

You have to experience the process yourself, by practicing 
the technique. When you see that old habit patterns, old 
sufferings have been eliminated, then you know that the 
process of eradication works—just as by adding no new 
fuel to a bonfire, you allow it to consume the fuel it has and 
eventually to burn itself out. 

A scientist who learned Vipassana compared it to a modern 
technique for removing all traces of impurities from metals, 
making them flexible, malleable, capable of being worked.  
The Buddha himself gave the simile of a twisted rope: once 
you let go, it automatically unwinds. In the same way, the 

mind naturally becomes purified if you remain aware of the 
sensations and do not react to them. The proof that it works 
comes from your own experience, as you see your mental 
impurities diminish. You must develop equanimity within, 
and this must express itself in daily life. 

The Buddha was once asked what real welfare is.  He re-
plied that the highest welfare is the ability to keep the bal-
ance of one’s mind in spite of all the vicissitudes, the ups 
and downs, of life. Can one smile in every situation, a real 
smile from the heart?  If one has this equanimity at the 
deepest level within, one has true happiness. 

The wisdom must be at the level of sensations. If you train 
yourself to be aware of sensations in any situation and to 
remain equanimous toward them, nothing can overpower 
you.  Perhaps for only a few moments you observe without 
reacting. Then, with this balanced mind, you decide what 
action to take.  It is bound to be right action, positive, help-
ful to others, because it is performed with a balanced mind. 

Sometimes in life it is necessary to take strong action. One 
has tried to explain to someone politely, gently, with a 
smile, but the person can understand only hard words, hard 
actions.  Therefore one takes hard vocal or physical action.  
But before doing so, one must examine oneself to see 
whether the mind is balanced, and whether one has only 
love and compassion for the person.  If so, the action will 
be helpful; if not, it will not help anyone. One takes strong 
action to help the erring person.  With this base of love and 
compassion one cannot go wrong. 

In a case of aggression, a Vipassana meditator will work to 
separate the aggressor and the victim, having compassion 
not only for the victim but also for the aggressor. One real-
izes that the aggressor does not know that he is harming 
himself.  Understanding this, one tries to help the person by 
preventing him from performing deeds that will cause him 
misery in the future. 

However, you must be careful not to justify your actions 
only after the event.  ou must examine the mind before act-
ing.  If the mind is full of defilements, one cannot help any-
one.  First one must rectify the faults in oneself before one 
can rectify the faults in others. First you must purify your 
own mind by observing yourself. Only then will you be 
able to help others. 

The Buddha said that there are four types of people in the 
world: those who are running from darkness toward dark-
ness, those who are running from brightness toward dark-
ness, those who are running from darkness toward bright-
ness, and those who are running from brightness toward 
brightness. 

A person in the first group is surrounded by darkness, but 
his greatest misfortune is that he also has no wisdom. Every 
time he encounters any misery he develops more anger, 
more hatred, more aversion, and blames others for his suf-
fering. All those sankharas of anger and hatred will bring 
him only more darkness, more suffering in the future. 

A person in the second group has what is called brightness 
in the world: money, position, power. But he too has no 
wisdom. Out of ignorance he develops egotism, without 
understanding that the tensions of egotism will bring him 
only darkness in future. 
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A person in the third group, like one in the first, is sur-
rounded by darkness; but he has wisdom, and understands 
the situation. Recognizing that he is ultimately responsible 
for his own suffering, he calmly and peacefully does what 
he can to change the situation. He acts without any anger or 
hatred toward others; instead he has only love and compas-
sion for those who are harming him. All he creates for the 
future is brightness. 

Finally a person in the fourth group enjoys money, position 
and power, like one in the second group; but he differs in 
also having wisdom. He makes use of what he has to main-
tain himself and those dependent on him, but whatever re-
mains he uses for the good of others, with love and compas-
sion.  Brightness now and for the future too. 

One cannot choose whether one faces darkness now or 
brightness; that is determined by one’s past sankharas. The 
past cannot be changed, but one can take control of the pre-
sent by becoming master of oneself.  The future is merely 
the child of the present. Vipassana teaches how to become 
master of oneself by developing awareness and equanimity 
toward sensations. If one develops this mastery in the pre-
sent moment, the future will automatically be bright. 

Make use of the remaining time to become established in 
the technique. Remain aware of the sensations and equani-
mous toward them; leave the rest to Dhamma. The results 
are bound to be good. 

Keep growing in Dhamma, to enjoy real happiness, peace 
and harmony. 

May all beings be happy! 

The Present Not Accepted 

From the Day Eight Discourse 

An old man had seven sons. Each son in his turn married 
and, in accordance with Indian custom, brought his wife to 
live in the family home. At last the youngest son wed and 
brought home his new wife.  Next morning as usual, all the 
family assembled for their daily prayers and religious ritu-
als, led by the old man.  But the youngest daughter-in-law 
did not join them; instead she sat in a corner by herself. 

“What are you doing there?” the old man wanted to know. 

“I am observing my respiration and sensations. I am purify-
ing my mind.” 

“What! These prayers and rituals will purify your mind. 
How can observing respiration or sensation do that?” 

“Excuse me, but for me this works, this is very beneficial.” 

“Who taught you this?” the old man asked. 

“My parents are followers of Gotama the Buddha, and with 
them I used to visit his meditation center. There I learned 
this wonderful technique.” 

The old man was furious.  This Gotama was spoiling the 
younger generation, teaching them to forsake their tradi-
tions.  He must be taught a lesson himself. And the best les-
son for him would be a crack on the skull. Communicating 
his anger to his youngest son, the old man sent him to teach 
the Buddha this lesson. 

The young man went to the meditation center of the Buddha 
and approached him full of anger, resolved to crack open 
his skull. But the Buddha said to him, “Young man, you 
seem very agitated. Come sit down and we shall discuss 
your problem. Sit, close your eyes; observe your respira-
tion, observe your sensations!” Assisted by the calm and 
peaceful atmosphere surrounding the Buddha, the young 
man started meditating, and started to experience peace and 
harmony. 

“Is this what my wife does?” he asked. 

“Yes!” 

Next morning, when the family gathered for their religious 
ceremonies, the youngest son sat in the corner with his wife, 
observing respiration and sensation. 

The old man sent his next son, and the next one—all his 
sons.  All of them came back and started observing respira-
tion and sensation. The old man was thoroughly disgusted. 
“These youngsters!” he thought to himself; “they are so im-
mature!  I shall have to go myself and teach this Gotama a 
lesson.  But he is a very powerful and dangerous man.  If I 
talk with him, perhaps he will bewitch me as he has done 
my sons, and then I shan’t be able to give him the punish-
ment he deserves. I must not talk with him; I’ll simply 
come, crack open his skull and leave.” 

With this resolve, the old man went to the meditation center 
of the Buddha. Trembling partly from anger and partly from 
old age, he approached the Buddha, shouting abuses. 

“Old man,” the Buddha said, “you seem very agitated.  
Come sit down and we shall discuss your problem.” But the 
old man was not to be so easily diverted.  Ignoring the Bud-
dha’s words, he continued approaching and abusing. 

“Old man,” the Buddha asked, “at least tell me, you must 
get visitors at your house?” 

“Yes, visitors come to my house—so what!” 

“Of these visitors, some must bring presents for you?” 

“Yes, some bring presents to me. What concern is that of 
yours!” 

“Tell me, old man, if a visitor comes to you with a present 
and you don’t accept it, what happens to the present?” 

“What a silly question!  If a visitor comes to me with a pre-
sent and I don’t accept it, of course the present remains with 
him!” 

“This is what I want to explain to you, old man. You have 
come to me with the present of your abuse. I have not ac-
cepted the present; it remains with you!” 

The old man was a very intelligent person.  It was only a 
thin veil of ignorance, of attachment to his traditional be-
liefs and practices, that prevented him from seeing reality. 
Now the veil was torn from his eyes, and he began to under-
stand the truth. “Oh recluse,” he cried, “where did you find 
this wonderful technique?  All our lives we keep exchang-
ing presents.  If someone brings one present of abuse, I give 
ten presents in return. If he brings ten presents, I return one 
hundred.  I make myself unhappy and try to make others 
unhappy too.  Oh Gotama, how did you learn this technique 
of not accepting presents?” 
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“Sit, old man,” the Buddha said, “sit and close your eyes.  
Observe your respiration, observe your sensations, observe 
yourself.  Unless you learn to observe yourself, you can 
never know reality, can never come out of your misery. Just 
observe!” 

The old man started doing that. I don’t know how long it 
took him but by practicing diligently, he gradually eradi-
cated all his impurities and became a fully liberated person. 
Then the rest of his life he spent serving others, teaching 
them this technique—the way out of misery. Dhamma 
works for one and all! 

Honor to the Dhamma 

In April 1992, during a visit to Myanmar (Burma), 
Goenkaji was awarded the title of Maha-Saddhamma-Joti-
Dhaja—“great emblem of radiant Dhamma.” This is the 
highest honor that a lay teacher can achieve and Goenkaji 
was the first non-resident of Burma to receive it. 

During the same visit Goenkaji spoke to two public meet-
ings attended by thousands of people. At these meetings a 
large sum of money was presented to him, all of which 
Goenkaji donated toward starting a Vipassana center in 
Yangon (Rangoon), the capital. 

In reply to the honors bestowed on him, Goenkaji recited a 
verse of the Indian poet Rabindranath Tagore: 

In a religious procession, the road thinks that it is being 
      honored. 
The chariot on the road feels that it is being worshipped. 
The religious statue in the chariot takes all the honor to 
      itself. 
Seeing all this, the Lord laughs! 

Goenkaji explained, “All these salutations, offerings and 
honors are to the Dhamma.  Without the Dhamma, the per-
son has no value.” 
 
International News 
 
Goenkaji will be conducting courses this fall in Thailand, 
Myanmar and Sri Lanka. There are a limited number of 
places available for western students to sit or serve the 
Myanmar courses. Inquiries and applications should be sent 
to the Registration Committee, V.M.C., P.O. Box 24, Shel-
burne Falls, MA  01370, U.S.A. 
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